Keep your generator O.A.D.* so you don’t become D.O.A.*

*Outside, Away & Dry  *Dead On Arrival

Generators quickly produce high Carbon Monoxide (CO) levels that may cause death. You can’t see or smell CO.

- NEVER use a generator indoors or in partially enclosed spaces like garages
- OPENING doors and windows or using fans WILL NOT prevent CO poisoning
- LOCATE generators outdoors, away from doors, windows, vents that attach to the side of your house, and air conditioning units that could pull the CO indoors
- USE battery-operated CO alarms in your home that have met the latest safety standards
- FOLLOW the manufacturer’s instructions for generators and CO alarms
- TEST CO alarms frequently
- GET fresh air IMMEDIATELY if you feel sick, dizzy or weak and call your Poison Control Center 1-800-222-1222.